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By Katherine Murray

On Saturday, 12/7/02, the U-15 Lady Eagles soundly
defeated Charles River at the Enfield Twin Rinks. The Eagles
surprise the confident Charles River team. It just goes to show,
never underestimate the determination of the Eagles!
The next meeting of the board is
scheduled for Tuesday,Feb.4,2003. It is
held in the auditorium at Asnuntuck
Community College. The meeting starts
at 7:00 pm and are open to the public.
Our association meetings are held the
first Tuesday of each month.

Enfield hit their stride early in the first period, earning the first
goal less than two minutes into regulation play. Erica Warzyski
scored the goal with the assistance of linesmen Karly Bruce and
Jesse O'Connell. The second period found the Lady Eagles
working hard to kill off Penalties. No additional goals were
added to either scoreboard. During the third period, Enfield took
advantage of a power play and earned the team's final goal of
the game. Kristen Willard earned the goal with support of Sam
Smith and Erica Warzyski. Perhaps it was Kristen's mom,
cheering in the stands that spurred her on to victory! The final
score stood at 2 - 0, Enfield.

Post game Coaches Rossignol and Willard were ecstatic with the team's win over Charles River. Coach Rossignol
sighted the "total team effort" as the key to Enfield's success against Charles River. Coach Willard applauded the
tenacity with which the Eagles killed off penalties. Offensively kudos goes to the line of Chelsea Cormier, Kristen
Willard and Sam Smith. Their work effort never faltered. Defensively, Coach Rossignol complemented Siobhan Davis
on having a "great game." Eleni Pitardis supported her team with her willingness to play a solid physical game. The
Line of Laura Bartus, Katie Byrne and Nicole Clavette wreck havoc on the Charles River defensive lines, earning them
their opponent's respect. Of course, it can all be summed up in the awesome goal tending skills of Eleanor Peck and
Caitlin McGunigle. Congratulations on adding another shutout to your records!

By Katherine Murray

Sunday, 12/8/02, found the U-15 Lady Eagles in the mood for Bear. The Eagles traveled to Northford to face-off
against the Polar Bears PW-4 team. The Eagles were hesitant as they took the ice during the first period, giving
Northford a false sense of confidence. The Eagles ended the second period strong and mastered their opponents in
the third. The final score resulted in a 1, 1 tie.
Northford ruled the first period, earning their only game goal minutes into play. The Eagles took their time warming
up and did not ignite into action until the remaining minutes of the second period. During the third period, Erica
Warzyski had tolerated enough and placed the tying goal on net with less than 5 minutes remaining in the third. Kim
Pizzoferatto and Jess O’Connell expertly assisted Erica. Two minutes later, the loyal Enfield fans thought that the
Eagles had beaten the Bear! Alas, Jesse O'Connell's shot kissed the posted but did not cross the goal line! Sorry that

you did not earn a goal on your Birthday, Jesse! The crowd was behind you all the way. The final buzzer sounded,
with the score remaining at a 1 -1 tie.
Coach Rossignol commented on the solid performance put forth by defenseman, Tara Walsh. He further
recognized his entire defensive squad for their performances. Congratulations on all your efforts, Jen Strayer, Eleni
Pitardis and Siobhan Davis. Offensively, Coach Rossignol commented on the play of Jesse O'Connell and Erica
Warzyski. He complimented Chelsea Cormier, who patiently took the puck at the face-off and set up the final shot of
the game by Kim Pizzoferatto. Coach Willard commented on the fact that Enfield "showed a lot of heart." The first
period was a team low. Willard noted that the team did not give in, but rather came alive and turned the momentum
around by the third period. Per Coach Willard "that takes heart." Coach Rossignol noted that there was good
goaltending on both ends of the ice, but Enfield came back to outshoot Northford 2 - 1 during the third period.
Congratulations Lady Eagles on another fine team effort.
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By Katherine Murray

On Saturday, 12/14/02, the Assabet Squirt Blue team traveled to Enfield to play the U-15 Lady Eagles. The Eagles
took control of the game and punished Assabet throughout all three periods. The final score stood at 7 - 1, Enfield.
During the first period, the Eagles scored one goal, against there own Elle Peck (who was standing in for Assabet's
late arrival goalie). The Enfield crowd was obviously torn between applauding Elle and cheering on the Eagles
attempts against her in Assabet's net! All was set to rights when the Assabet goalie stepped during the second
period. Nicole Clavette earned Enfield’s first goal with the assistance of center, Laura Bartus.
Within ten seconds of the second period Enfield's, Kim Pizzoferrato, netted the team's second goal. Kim was
assisted by defenseman, Eleni Pitardis. The work ethic of the Lady Eagles was insurmountable. In particular, Laura
Bartus worked hard at both ends of the ice, setting up play after play. Way to support your team, Laura.
The third period ignited a flurry of Enfield activity. Enfield earned five goals during the third period. Forty seconds
into the third period, Kim Pizzoferrato started the goal rally earning team goal number three. Those of Kristen Willard,
Sam Smith and Chelsea Cormier followed Kim’s efforts. Kristen earned the short-handed fourth goal with the
assistance of her linesmen. One was obviously not enough for Kristen, as a minute later she and her linesmen scored
again! Chelsea Cormier netted goal number 6 at the halfway mark in the period. Kim Pizzoferrato assisted Chelsea.
The final goal, lucky number 7, was achieved off of a pass from Kim Pizzoferrato to Karly Bruce. Karly skillfully lifted
the puck over the downed goalie's pads to closeout the scoring for the Eagles. Assabet earned their goal at the end of
the third, when Enfield mistook the zambonie door buzzer as the final clock buzzer. I think Caitlin McGunigle needs to
have a talk with her dad regarding the buzzers! The final score stood at 7 -1, Enfield.
Post game, Coach Rossignol recognized Laura Bartus' efforts on ice calling her, "the offensive player of the
game." He further complimented Nicole Clavette on her aggressive play throughout the game. Coach Willard noted
that all the offensive lines played extremely well. Coach Rossignol sited the efforts of the "blonde-line" consisting of
players Cormier, Smith and Willard by stating, "They were awesome! Their three way passing behind the slot set up
consecutive goals." Coach Rossignol noted the consistent work effort of Kim Pizzoferatto on the front lines. Kim
almost earned her second hat trick of the season during Saturday's game. Defensively, the coaches praised goalies,
McGunigle and Peck. They acknowledged the strong play of Siobhan Davis, both defensively and offensively. Kudos
also went out to Jen Strayer and Eleni Pitardis on their strong defensive play. Congratulations on a great team effort,
Lady Eagles!
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By Katherine Murray

On Sunday, 12/29/02, the U-15 Lady Eagles traveled the scenic Berkshire back roads to match skills with the
Berkshire Rattlers at Berkshire School. Though the Eagles played a strong, aggressive game, the Rattlers slipped
from the Eagles' Talons by one goal. The final score stood at 5 - 4 in favor of the Rattlers.
Due to the holidays, the Enfield lines were "mixed and matched," according to Coach Dave Rossignol. Mixing of
lines, not withstanding, Enfield matched Berkshire goal for goal during the first period. Kim Pizzoferrato and Jesse
O’Connell scored Enfield’s two goals. Sam Smith and Chelsea Cormier assisted Kim in her effort. Jesse went
unassisted in earning her goal. The first period closed out with a tied score of 2 - 2.
During the second period Berkshire went up by two taking the scoreboard to 4 - 2, in their favor. Kim Pizzoferrato
did not tolerate this imbalance well. She tipped the scales by earning her second goal off of a wrap-around. The
period closed with the Lady Eagles trailing by 1 goal.
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During the third period, Erica Warzyski evened out the scoreboard earning the team its 4 goal within minutes
remaining in the period. Alas, the drama was not to end in a 4 - 4 tie, for Berkshire scored the winning goal at the
close of the period. The final score stood at 5 -4, Berkshire.
Post game, Coach Rossignol commented on the very "physical nature" of Berkshires game. He noted that players
Cormier and O'Connell rose to the challenge of the physical play, while being double shifted. "Both back checked and
worked hard," to keep Enfield in the game. In addition, Coach Rossignol noted the rock steady performances of Tara
Walsh and Jen Strayer at defense. It was evident that Sam Smith and Kim Pizzoferrato "came to play," and were
spurred on by the level of physical play. Coach Rossignol concluded by noting the solid play of goalies Elle Peck and
Caitlin McGunigle. It will be interesting to watch the rematch of these two opponents come tournament time. Perhaps
talons will prevail over rattles in February
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By Katherine Murray

On Sunday, 1/5/03, the U-15 Lady Eagles swooped down on the MDC Rink near the Boston Harbor. From the
moment they landed the Eagles were in charge, soundly defeating their sassy South Boston opponents.
To earn her team's first goal, Laura Bartus took a sweet pass from Tara Walsh, on point, and netted it at the 5minute mark during the first period. No further goals were earned during the first period.
Kristen Willard led off a second period, 4-goal rally by scoring at the six-minute mark with the assistance of Siobhan
Davis. Jesse O'Connell was second in line during the period, scoring her unassisted goal on a breakaway. Onto
Chelsea Cormier who earned the third goal of the rally with the assistance of Kristen Willard and Siobhan Davis. Once
th
was not enough for Chelsea, she closed out the period at the 1 minute mark earning the 4 and final rally goal with
the assistance of linesman Sam Smith. Heading into the third period the score stood at 5 - 0, Enfield.
Not to be out-done by her fellow linesmen, Sam Smith scored the team's final goal of the game at the 3-minute
(Continued on next page)

(continued from page 3)

mark during the third period. Sam was assisted by defenseman Siobhan Davis. Boston earned one goal during the
third, snatching a shutout from the claws the Enfield's goalies. When the halos settled, the reality of the score
dawned: 6 - 1 Enfield.

Coach Rossignol named "Siobhan Davis defensive player of the game" without hesitation. He
complimented Siobhan on her untiring effort throughout all three periods. Coach Rossignol further
commented, "That was a good game!" He noted that everyone showed up to play and that led to Enfield's
dominance from period to period. He complimented the line of Sam Smith, Chelsea Cormier and Kristen
Willard for their strong offensive play throughout the game. Coach Rossignol ended by stating that, "it was
a spirited game against a brazen bunch of Southie Lasses!" Congratulations on a sound win, Enfield!
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By Katherine Murray

On Saturday, 1/11/03, the Lady Eagles welcomed Seacoast to the Enfield Twin Rinks. Enfield went on to defeat
Seacoast, earning two goals in the first and second periods. The final period went scoreless. The final buzzer favored
Enfield, 4 - 0.
The first goal of the game was scored by Nicole Clavette 4 minutes into regulation play. Her fellow-linesmen; Laura
Bartus and Katie Byrne assisted Nicole. The team's second goal during the period came from a beautifully executed
end-to-end rush by Tara Walsh. Way to close out a period with style, Tara.
Erica Warzyski led off and closed out the scoring during the second period. Erica's first goal came at the 5-minute
mark. Jesse O’Connell assisted her. Erica's second goal was earned with the assistance of Ali Murray and Karly
Bruce at the 4-minute mark.
The third period did not add to either opponent's scoreboard. The final score stood at 4 - 0, Enfield. Add another
shutout to Elle Peck and Caitlin McGunigle's season records!

Post game Coaches Willard and Rossignol agreed that the first period was the strongest for the Eagles.
Defensively all three lines played well. While offensively, Laura Bartus put in a strong showing while under
the influence of the flu! Coach Rossignol remarked on Nicole Clavette's strong game, leading-off the scoring
rally in the first period. Both goalies, Peck and McGunigle, were praised by their coaches for strong saves
at the beginning and end of the game. Coach Rossignol noted Tara Walsh's "good look up the ice" prior to
making her rush resulting in the team's second goal. Coach Rossignol further complimented Katie Byrne
and Karly Bruce for their passing and movement of the puck up ice. What did the coach have to say about
consistency? "It's spelled: Kristen-Kim-Chelsea." In this statement Coach Rossignol recognized the
untiring effort of these three ladies from game to game! Congratulations on your shutout, ladies!

By Katherine Murray

On Sunday, 11/12/03, the Lady Eagles traveled to Northford to face-off against the Polar Bears. As with many a
prior meeting of these two opponents, the air was charged and the fans staunchly supportive! Alas, the climate was
not to favor the Eagles, as Northford, 4 - 1, defeated them.
(Continued on next page)

Continued from page 4)

The usual lines were mixed up for this encounter with the Bears to accommodate absences within the Enfield
ranks. Even so, the Lady Eagles did not go down lightly to defeat. They battled through the first period and second
period. The bears earned one goal per period.
It was not until the third period that Enfield earned its goal on Bear net. Tara Walsh scored the goal off a rush. Left
unto herself during a Bear line change, Tara took the opportunity afforded her and netted Enfield's goal at the 5 minute
rd
th
mark. The Bears scored their 3 and 4 goals at the 8 and 2-minute marks during the period. The final score stood
at 4 - 1, Northford.
Post game, Coach Rossignol crowned Caitlin McGunigle as the player of the game. Sighting Caitlin's "awesome
play between the pipes," as key to the team's game against Northford. Coach further noted, "The reality of the game
was that the Bears out-shot the Eagles 27-16." Coach Rossignol stated that the team worked hard and gave a great
effort. "Chelsea Cormier and Erica Warzyski put in solid performances along with Tara Walsh." Katie Byrne was
singled-out by Coach Rossignol for her solid game and back checking efforts.
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,By Lisa Reda

The Enfield Pee Wee B’s went into the Christmas break on the upside by posting a 6-0 score against a game, but
overmatched Columbia Cougar team. Kyle Dyer recorded his second shutout of the year by taming the Cougar
sharpshooters. Nearly every shift was controlled by Enfield and when the action became rough, the Eagles responded
with goals, not goon play. The defensemen turned wing combination of Kurt LaPointe and Thomas Campion opened
the scoring just 0:26 into the game as Kurt fired in a shot from the top left circle off a nice cross-ice pass from Thomas.
Just a minute later, an apparent goal by Reilly Higgins was called off after an in-the-crease call. Coming off the bench
as the lines were changing, Jordan Knightly chased the puck down in neutral ice and scored unassisted giving Enfield
a 2-0 lead just 3 minutes into the game. The rest of the period was all Enfield. Even playing shorthanded as a result
of a Justin Ashline elbowing call, Brett Sullivan, Thomas Campion, Eddie Dukette, and Dan Kraucunas stepped up to
deny Columbia of any scoring chances. A barrage of slap shots by Tony Colca and Justin Ashline were turned away
by the Cougar goalie to end the first.
Things became ugly in the second as Columbia’s frustration turned into penalties. A hit-from-behind gave Enfield a
5-4 advantage. Seconds later, Matt Reda put back a Tony Colca shot from the point to increase the lead to 3-0.
Justin Ashline picking up the second assist. Coumbia’s penalties continued to mount as they were hit with a roughing
major followed by a slashing call. Josh Fasano was KO’d by a vicious hit applied by the much larger opponent but
was able to bounce back later in the period. Enfield, with the 5 on 3 advantages, made the most of the opportunity, as
David Cardaropoli found net off a Matt Reda pass. Jordan Knightly then increased the lead to 5 as he flicked in a
rebound off a Justin Ashline slap shot. Enfield kept up the pressure as Pete Aikins, Reilly Higgins, and Josh Fasano
peppered the net with shots – but credit the Cougar goalie that kept this game respectable.
The Cougars last opportunity to get on the board was after a Brett Sullivan tripping call early in the third but could
not capitalize. The final goal was off a 3 on 2 as David Cardaropoli found Jordan Knightly at center ice – both players
pulling the defense towards them. Matt Reda slid behind from the right side and easily tipped in the feed from Jordan.
Enfield now heads into the Simsbury Christmas tournament with a head of steam and hoping to bring home the
Championship Trophy. Overall, the team had a very good first half of the season. Credit Coaches Phil and Mike.
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By Lisa Reda

Enfield ended 2002 on a disappointing note by going 0-2-1 at the Simsbury Christmas Tournament. Despite hard
play, they could not put together a winning formula. Playing the first game of the tournament vs. Avon early on
Thursday morning, Enfield came away on the short end of a 6-1 score. Apparently too much Christmas fun and food
slowed the Eagle attack to a crawl. Enfield came out of the blocks with Reilly Higgins hitting the post-just minutes into
the match. This was an indication of the Eagles luck for the remainder of the game. Avon then jumped to a 1-0 lead
as their wing slipped behind the Eagle D for a breakaway goal. An Avon roughing call gave Enfield a 5-4 advantage
but they could not convert. The lead was increased mid-way through the first off a nice tip-in. Enfield then responded
as David Cardaropoli, breaking out of his own zone, hit Jordan Knightly heading up the ice. Jordan then fed Matt
Reda on the right wing that then fired one into the lower, left corner to narrow the gap to 1. Enfield had a chance to
even the score but Reilly Higgins hit the post for the second time in as many periods. Avon then broke the game open
as a result of two Enfield penalties and subsequent power play goals. The Eagles had their chances to mount a
comeback put the puck just would not cross the goal line. David Cardaropoli hit the post after a nice pass from Jordan
Knightly. Jordan then misfired on a nice backhand shot, hitting the crossbar. Brett Sullivan, Kurt LaPointe, and Bryan
Solnick had many nice rushes keeping the pressure on Avon. Kyle Dyer also made many nice saves as the Avon
players aggressively crashed the net. A penalty on Josh Fasano placed the Eagles in a tough position but nice play
by David Cardaropoli, Matt Reda, Justin Ashline, and Thomas Campion killed the penalty. Pete Aikins came up big
moments later by clearing a puck that was free in the crease. Avon scored 2 late goals for a 6-1 lead. Eddie Dukette ,
Dan Kraucunas, and Tony Colca had several defensive stops but it was too little, too late to help Enfield.
The second game of the tournament was a heartbreaking 4-3 loss to South Windsor. Enfield played its tough,
swarming style but could not put the puck in the net. South Windsor opened the scoring just 0:17 into the game
putting Enfield into an early 1-0 hole. Brian Solnick and Thomas Campion did a nice job of forechecking and keeping
the puck in the opposition’s zone. A South Windsor tripping call gave Enfield an early powerplay opportunity. As the
penalty expired, the Eagles went into a line change. Pete Aikins, just coming onto the ice, fired the puck cross-ice to a
streaking Jordan Knightly who promptly deposited it in the back of the net to even the score at 1. Kurt LaPointe had a
chance to give the Eagles the lead moments later but narrowly missed a tip-in. Tony Colca and Justin Ashline were
playing tough D with nice use of the body in riding the Knights forwards out of the play. Just minutes into the second,
Enfield took the lead as David Cardaropoli fed Jordan Knightly with a behind the net pass. Diminutive Matt Reda
provided just enough of a goalie screen as Jordan hit the upper right corner. Reilly Higgins, on fire all game, had a
nice backcheck stop a South Windsor rush. Back to back interference penalties gave the Eagles their best scoring
opportunity of the game, skating nearly 0:30 with a 5 on 3 but despite many shots, could not slip the puck past the
goal line. Later in the period, South Windsor was shorthanded on two occasions but Enfield could not score. The
rd
Knights evened the score at 2 courtesy of poor backchecking by Enfield. A Brett Sullivan tripping call early in the 3
put the team in a hole but Dan Kraucunas and Eddie Dukette came up big with nice defensive plays, effectively killing
the penalty. Shortly after, the Knights took a 3-2 lead as a defensive lapse allowed an uncovered wing on the far post.
Pete Aikins, Reilly Higgins, Tony Colca, and Dan Kraucunas killed another Enfield penalty. David Cardaropoli then
evened the score at 3 on a nice shot off a pass from Jordan Knightly. Eddie Dukette picking up the second assist.
Just one minute later, the Eagles found themselves behind by 1. With less then 3 minutes remaining, Reilly Higgins
broke free off a Josh Fasano feed. Getting behind the defense, Reilly made a nice double move on the goalie;
however, the puck had hit the pads and failed to clear the goal line - effectively ending the last Eagle scoring
opportunity.
The final game featured an exciting ending as David Cardaropoli came up with a goal at 0:04 on the clock to tie
Southeastern 2-2. A Southeastern hooking call with 0:16 remaining gave Enfield a 6 on 4 advantage after pulling
goalie Kyle Dyer and trailing by 1. Pete Aikins took the face-off and after a few bounces, the puck wound up on Eddie
Dukettes stick. Eddie fired on net and as the rebound came out, Jordan Knightly fed David who deposited the tying
goal. Just a few minutes earlier, the Seahawks took a 2-1 lead in the tightly played contest.
(continued on page 7)

(Continued from page 6)

Enfield had its chances throughout the game but could not hit the mark. David Cardaropoli, Reilly Higgins, and
Justin Ashline all had good opportunities but the puck would not fall. Enfield started the game by getting called for a
defensive cover in the crease. The resulting penalty shot was turned away by Kyle Dyer on a diving, stacked pad
save. The first two stanzas’s had plenty of back and forth action. Thomas Campion, Brian Solnick, and Kurt LaPointe
did a nice job of forechecking and denying Southeastern the puck.
rd

Finding them down by 1 entering the 3 , the Cardaropoli-Knightly-Reda line struck to even the score. Digging hard in
the back of the net for the puck, David and a defender went down. Matt picked up the loose puck and fed to Jordan
who then upper shelved the shot. Kyle Dyer then made a nice save off a shot from the slot to keep things even. A
Pete Aikins shot off a Josh Fasano feed just went wide as Enfield attempted to take the lead but was turned away.
Credit the defense of Ashline, Colca, Dukette, Kraucunas, and Sullivan with getting more physical and keeping this
one close. The team now looks forward to improving their play and winning percentage in January.
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By Lisa Reda

The Pee Wee B’s began 2003 on a high note by beating Hamden 3-1 at the Twin Rinks. This was a hard fought
battle with plenty of hitting and defensive stops. Enfield came out on top as a result of opportunistic team play and
great goaltending by Kyle Dyer. Hamden struck first on a follow-up shot as Enfield failed to pick up the trailer on a
transition rush. The lead was short lived though as the Eagles came storming back with David Cardaropoli popping
one home from the slot courtesy of a nice behind the net feed from Matt Reda.
Enfield was on the power play twice in the second period but could not convert despite many shots on goal. Tony
Colca was called for interference on what appeared to be defensive stop on a Hamden rush. Brett Sullivan and Dan
Kraucuas effectively killed the penalty with physical play ending the Hamden threat. The Eagles then went on top as
David Cardaropoli put in a rebound of an Eddie Dukette shot from the point. Kurt LaPointe did a good job of keeping
the puck in the offensive zone.
rd

The action was back and forth throughout the 3 with neither team being able to sustain a consistent offense. As
Hamden attempted to pull even late in the period, Justin Ashline fired a slapshot from the right point. The goalie made
what appeared to be a save but the puck deflected off the glove and across the goal line. Jordan Knightly picked up
the assist by winning the face-off cleanly back to Justin. Hamden pulled their goalie for the final minute and a half but
could not draw any closer.
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By Lisa Reda

The Pee Wee B’s visited the confines of the Middlesex Red Devils and posted a convincing 2-0 victory. The score
was not indicative of the total domination by Enfield. The additional bonus in this game was playing against former
EHA player Nate Turner. From the opening face-off, it was easy to tell that Enfield would have its way vs. the Red
Devils as play was entirely in the Middle
. Jordan Knightly put the Eagles up mid-way through the first as he took
a pass from David Cardaropoli at center ice and using a burst of speed, blew by the lead-footed Middlesex defenders.
Jordan easily scored with an upper shelf wrister. Shots by Bryan Solnick, Pete Aikins, and Thomas Campion were
turned away by the strong Middlesex goalie that deserves a lot of credit for keeping this one close. Jordan increased
the lead early in the second - this time off a Matt Reda pass from the blue line. After passing the puck, Matt dropped
into the slot creating a goalie screen. Jordan easily deposited the puck into the lower left corner.
(Continued on page 8)
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Later in the period, the officials were not in a proper position to see the puck cross the goal line and blew Jordan’s
apparent hat trick. In the third, an apparent Josh Fasano goal was not allowed. Kyle Dyer came up big with a glove
save late in the third to preserve the victory. Overall, Kyle had an easy day stopping all 13 shots that he faced.
Enfield’s defense (Ashline, Colca, Kraucunas, Sullivan) thwarted the few rushes that Middlesex was able to mount.
Nice back checking by Reilly Higgins and Kurt LaPoint also contributed to the defensive effort. Overall a good effort
by each player on the team.
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By Lisa Reda

The Wallingford Hawks came to Enfield for the second game of this series and handed the Eagles a 6-1 defeat.
The tone of the match was set just 0:15 into the game as Wallingford went up 1-0. From there things went downhill for
Enfield. The Eagles had trouble breaking the puck out of their zone and were unable to mount any consistent offense
throughout the game against the more aggressive Hawks. The lone bright spots for Enfield were a Reilly Higgins goal
on a breakaway in the second period and the numerous shots stopped by goalie Kyle Dyer. The most embarrassing
aspect of this game for Enfield Hockey was the inability or unwillingness of the refs to keep the game under control.
Obvious flagrant hits on both sides were ignored…a great way for the kids to hurt each other. By the end of the game,
it was scenes of Slap Shot and goon hockey of the 70’s. This style of play is not something that will be tolerated in this
Association!

